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How Private Equity Can Converge on ESG Data
OCTOBER 21, 2021 
By Lorenna Buck, Jim Brennan, Vinay Shandal, Michael Brigl, Greg Fischer, Maike Stoffers, and Marielle Remillard

Some of the industry’s top general and limited partners are working toward a

standard set of metrics for tracking their portfolio companies’ ESG progress.

The pressure on companies to make progress on environmental, social, and corporate

governance (ESG) issues has rapidly escalated within the private equity industry.

But the lack of a consistent ESG data collection and reporting framework has made it

challenging for general partners (GPs) to ensure their portfolio companies are making

progress on material ESG goals, to assess the link between ESG and financial
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performance, and to share meaningful ESG performance metrics with their limited

partners (LPs), who have their own ESG investment goals. LPs, in turn, cannot

benchmark the ESG performance of different funds. And portfolio companies cannot

prioritize their own ESG efforts without a clear understanding of their optimal impact and

value.

In short, the need for more standardized ESG reporting for private equity—something

comparable to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles—has become abundantly clear.

The industry itself has acknowledged this repeatedly in recent years, whether in

conversations between stakeholders, in research papers and business journals, or in

various public forums—including BCG’s inaugural Private Capital ESG Conference in

March, where industry leaders spoke of their shared ambition to drive progress on

environmental, societal, and financial value.

In response to the challenge, a group of some of the world’s largest GPs and LPs,

representing more than $4 trillion in assets under management, has come together over

the past several months to collaborate on a solution, with BCG supporting in the first year

as a neutral partner and facilitator.  The goal: to converge on a standard set of metrics,

drawn from existing market-leading ESG frameworks, that GPs and LPs can use to collect

and compare their portfolio companies’ ESG data—metrics consistent enough to establish

meaningful benchmarks against but flexible enough to allow room for continuous

improvement.

Participating GPs would still

transmit this data directly to their

own LPs, but they would agree to

use the same definition and

methodology for these selected ESG

data points; they would also agree

to anonymize their portfolio

companies’ ESG data points and

aggregate them centrally in order to

form industry-wide insights into the
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The goal: ESG metrics that
are consistent enough to
establish meaningful
benchmarks but flexible
enough to allow room for
continuous improvement.
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relationship between private equity

ownership and ESG performance,

and potential correlations with financial outcomes.

In this article, we describe the ESG data challenges the private equity industry faces, the

process behind our efforts to drive progress on both data collection and actual ESG

performance, and the results of the ESG Data Convergence Project to date.

THE CHALLENGE

GPs and LPs looking to assess ESG performance are well aware of the numerous

difficulties they face. First of all, the sheer number of competing public and for-profit

frameworks—an alphabet soup that includes SASB, GRI, SBT, CDP, TCFD, PRI, UN SDGs,

EU SFDR, and WEF IBC  —makes it almost impossible to compare results among

companies using different data collection and reporting schemes.

No single framework, however, offers standardized guidance to private companies on

which ESG criteria to track and report, or benchmarks against which they can fairly and

consistently compare their progress. New standards are multiplying, and PE firms are

becoming overwhelmed with ESG data requests. One GP included in our research

reported that it received 37 separate ESG data requests from LPs in a single week.

Moreover, different frameworks have their own goals and stakeholders, and thus require

a wide variety of metrics and KPIs. Some are focused on regulations, others on

reputational issues, and still others on reporting requirements. Some are tied to specific

business models, some collect only publicly available data, and some depend entirely

on qualitative answers to

questionnaires. None is specifically

designed for the needs of PE firms

and their LPs—to collect the

meaningful data that will allow them

to assess and compare the ESG

performance of both large and small

private companies, how the
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There is currently no ESG
framework specifically
designed for the needs of PE
firms and their LPs.
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performance of those companies has

changed over time, and the impact

of ESG progress on financial results.

Indeed, the lack of standardization makes it especially difficult to compare ESG

performance against financial outcomes. ESG data today is frequently qualitative, which is

inherently hard to correlate with quantitative financial data. Without a robust set of

standard ESG data points, it is impossible to normalize data (by industry or headcount, for

example) or to rigorously assess where and how performance on specific ESG dimensions

may correlate with drivers of financial performance.

Finally, the lack of quantitative ESG performance data makes it hard for PE firms and

their portfolio companies to drive material ESG improvements. As the adage goes, “what

gets measured gets managed.” Quantitative data can help identify areas where

improvement is needed, provide incentives to improve, and track progress over time.

FIRST PRINCIPLES

In its effort to overcome these challenges—and recognizing that its methods and metrics

would require continued evolution and expansion—the ESG Data Convergence Project

began with five guiding principles:

• Data first. The group was focused, first and foremost, on collecting meaningful,

usable quantitative data from day one. In fact, participation in the effort was

predicated on a willingness to share historical ESG data on all the metrics chosen and

to change internal systems to collect the chosen metrics in the same format for 2021

and beyond.

• Collaboration. In order to create a broadly appealing solution, the group prioritized

open collaboration between GPs and LPs to ensure that the needs of all stakeholders

would be addressed. The more attractive the solution, the more GPs and LPs would

participate in the effort, generating even more meaningful data and creating a

positive flywheel effect.
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As more GPs and LPs join in this collaborative approach, the data will become
even more useful and the insights even stronger. If you are interested in learning
more: 
 

• Think big, start small. By starting with a small but meaningful core set of metrics

that could already be measured accurately by many portfolio companies, the group

aimed to ensure rapid progress and momentum to enable future ambitions.

• Dynamism. The focus was on progress, not perfection. The group designed an annual

process for reviewing progress, setting new ambitions, and evolving metrics over

time. The goal: to maintain alignment with regulatory changes and other market

forces.

• Open invitation. In order to quickly generate critical mass, any GP or LP ready to

help develop and agree to a standardized set of metrics can join in the 2021 collection

effort as a first-year member of the ESG Data Convergence Project, or in subsequent

years once ready. (See the sidebar, “How to Get Involved.”) 

HOW TO GET INVOLVED

• Visit this website for more information about the initiative, including how to
participate. There will be several informational sessions held in the fall of
2021.

• Contact the ESG Data Convergence Project with any questions.

• For GPs and LPs: Confirm your participation by agreeing to the terms in the
commitment survey.

• Additionally for GPs: 
• Complete the benchmarking agreement for 2021 on the above website and submit it

via secure link.

• Download the data guidance and standard reporting template and adapt your
internal data collection system to align with the initial core metrics.

• Complete 2021 data collection by April 30, 2022.

https://ilpa.org/ilpa_esg_roadmap/esg_data_convergence_project/
mailto:%20ESGDataConvergence@CalPERS.ca.gov
https://www.113.vovici.net/se/13B2588B79613658
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DEFINING THE DATA

In keeping with these principles, the group agreed that they would begin by collecting an

initial set of six metrics from their portfolio companies for the calendar year 2021. (See

Exhibit 1.) These metrics would be collected at the same time of the year, using the same

technical definitions, and normalized with a standard set of non-ESG data points,

including revenue, enterprise value, and others. The data would be shared with

participating LPs invested in the underlying funds in a standard format to enable

comparability across their GPs, and it would be centrally aggregated by a neutral third

party—for the first year, BCG—to create relevant benchmarks and to drive research.

These initial metrics were chosen according to the following guidelines:

• Globally Accepted. All data points were selected from the most accepted and widely

regarded frameworks.
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For the most part, the metrics chosen adhere closely to these guidelines. Board diversity

and employee engagement are easy to track, highly meaningful, and actionable, for

example. Others, such as greenhouse gas emissions, are more challenging to measure

accurately. Still others, including employee engagement metrics, were included in part

because many GPs already track them, given their material correlation to financial

performance. (More details on the metrics can be found here.)

Still, GPs have found it a challenge to gather the necessary metrics from their portfolio

companies, many of which are still building the capabilities and new data platforms

needed to report these metrics accurately. Reporting resources at both GPs and portfolio

companies continue to be spread thinly across multiple reporting frameworks. And the

sheer number of requests for inconsistent ESG data puts an added burden on GPs and

their portfolio companies alike.

Our hope is that a consistent, meaningful range of ESG metrics will encourage and enable

GPs to work effectively with their portfolio companies to gain the expertise needed to

maintain and report on their ESG progress regularly.

• Meaningful. Data points were chosen to have the greatest financial or social impact,

although some may be specific only to certain industries.

• Comparable. Each data point allows performance comparisons between portfolio

companies and across GPs, with adequate overlap across industries.

• Dynamic. Metrics are expected to evolve over time, as tracking gets better and

understanding of their importance evolves.

• Straightforward. Data are simple to track accurately, with a limited number of total

metrics, so as not to overburden companies with reporting requirements and to

maintain data quality and integrity.

• Actionable. All metrics should be tied to specific actions GPs and companies can

control.

• Objective. Metrics should minimize subjectivity and the need for interpretation.

https://ilpa.org/ilpa_esg_roadmap/esg_data_convergence_project/
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INITIAL INSIGHTS

In addition to deciding on 2021 as the first year to start collecting the complete set of ESG

data, the group agreed to conduct an initial test of the agreed-upon metrics. To that end,

they asked participating GPs to provide historical ESG data from 2018 to 2020 across a

pilot group of nearly 100 portfolio companies across 18 countries and close to 40 different

industries.

This pilot dataset was dependent on the availability of comparable historical ESG data; as

such, it is less complete and robust than the 2021 and future data will be. Even so, the

exercise revealed several useful insights and trends regarding the progress PE-owned

companies are making toward their ESG goals, and how their progress compares with

public companies.

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions disclosure. Emissions disclosures present a prime

example of GPs mobilizing to produce transparent and quantifiable ESG data. In 2018,

only 1% of the portfolio companies in our pilot data set reported on their Scope 1 and

Scope 2 emissions; in 2020, that number increased to 61%. (See Exhibit 2.) All

participating GPs will be requesting this data from their portfolio companies in 2021.
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While we must be cautious about extrapolating very far from the data gathered in the

pilot, these findings call into question some beliefs about private equity. For example,

some have raised concerns that as increased regulatory pressure and disclosure

requirements affect public companies further, private equity could become a safe haven for

high-polluting divestments. Yet we found that the private equity-owned companies in our

sample have been generally willing to increase their quantitative GHG emissions

disclosures, a key finding for all asset owners. Additionally, we found no significant

difference on average between private companies’ emissions intensity—amount of GHG

emissions per dollar of annual revenue—and that of public companies when segmented

by emissions scope.

We believe that private equity can be a responsible home for underperforming assets,

including those divested from public companies, and that it can make the necessary

multiyear investments to improve portfolio companies’ emissions intensity as well as their

financial outcomes. As our dataset grows, we will be able to more fully assess future

trends in emissions intensity over time.

Board gender diversity. In 2018, women accounted for just 6% of board members

among the portfolio companies reporting on this metric. But the number has grown

quickly since then, doubling to 12% in 2020. While this lags public companies, the

percentage of women on boards at private companies is growing faster than at their public

counterparts—and the gap is narrowing. (See Exhibit 3.)

https://www.bcg.com/publications/2021/how-asset-owners-can-lead-the-net-zero-emissions-race
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Moreover, the median private company in our dataset with at least one woman on its

board saw higher revenue growth relative to the median private company with no women

on its board across 2018-2019 and 2019-2020. (See Exhibit 4.) Further data in subsequent

years will be required to strengthen this observation; however, it does suggest that the

efforts of this data project should help establish more specific links between ESG metrics

and private companies’ financial performance.
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The majority ownership position that most PE companies take enables them to have more

control and flexibility to bring in the right talent, not only at the board level but also

within the C-suite. We anticipate that in future years this group will add additional metrics

to link C-suite and company diversity with better financial outcomes, as prior research has

suggested.

These initial results suggest three key early insights into the role of private equity in

promoting ESG goals among private companies:

Once they decide to begin tracking meaningful ESG data, private equity firms can

move quickly, significantly increasing disclosure rates among their portfolio

companies. 

1.

Private equity firms can also make rapid progress toward improving their portfolio

companies’ performance in the areas measured—potentially even faster than their

public counterparts.

2.

https://www.bcg.com/publications/2018/how-diverse-leadership-teams-boost-innovation
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CONCLUSION

The many benefits of consistent, standardized, regularly measured ESG data—for GPs,

LPs, and their portfolio companies too—cannot be disputed. The efforts of the ESG Data

Convergence Project, we believe, will significantly increase the ability of all stakeholders

not just to gain insights into critical dimensions of ESG performance. They will also

increase ESG accountability among private companies and ultimately improve their

performance in critical areas such as carbon efficiency, board diversity, worker safety, and

others.

The more private equity stakeholders can work together, the more data, stronger insights,

and better answers we will have to answer for the ESG questions that matter—and the

more progress the field can drive on meaningful ESG issues.

Aggregating ESG and financial data across multiple GP portfolios could establish

correlations between ESG metrics and specific financial outcomes, enabling robust

and powerful data-driven insights across the private sector.

3.
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ABOUT BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP

Boston Consulting Group partners with leaders in business and society to tackle their most

important challenges and capture their greatest opportunities. BCG was the pioneer in business

strategy when it was founded in 1963. Today, we work closely with clients to embrace a

transformational approach aimed at benefiting all stakeholders—empowering organizations to

grow, build sustainable competitive advantage, and drive positive societal impact. 

 

Our diverse, global teams bring deep industry and functional expertise and a range of

perspectives that question the status quo and spark change. BCG delivers solutions through

leading-edge management consulting, technology and design, and corporate and digital

ventures. We work in a uniquely collaborative model across the firm and throughout all levels

of the client organization, fueled by the goal of helping our clients thrive and enabling them to

make the world a better place.
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